ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTRES

PROGRAMS AT A GLANCE CAMPUS FEES Pg.

English for Academic Purposes (EAP) B, M, N $300p/w 16
IELTS Preparation Test B, M, N $300p/w 16
OET Preparation M, N $250p/w 16
English for the Workplace B $300p/w 16
General English (GE) B, M, N $300p/w 16

EDUCATION AND ARTS

DEGREES AT A GLANCE CAMPUS FEES (YEAR) Pg.

Associate Degree in Inclusive Education & Disability Studies S $19,040 21
Dip in Educational Studies B, M, S, C $19,040 21
Dip in Liberal Studies B, M, S $19,040 22
Dip in Social Science B, M $19,040 22
Dip in Visual Arts & Design M, S $19,040 22
Dip in Youth Work M $19,040 23
B Arts B, M, S $19,040 23
B Arts (Business & Communication Studies) S $19,040 24
B Arts and Economics S $19,040 24
B Creative Arts B, M $19,040 24
B Education (Early Childhood and Primary) B, M, C, N, S $19,040 25
B Education (Primary) B, M, C, N, S $19,040 26
B Inclusive Education & Disability Studies S $19,040 26
B International Development Studies M, S $19,040 27
B Media Communication M $19,040 27
B Social Science B, M $19,040 28
B Teaching/B Arts (Humanities) (Technology) (Mathematics) (Visual Arts) B, C, M, S $19,040 29
B Visual Arts & Design M, S $19,040 30
B Youth Work M $19,040 31
B Arts/B Global Studies B, M, S $19,040 31
B Business Administration/ B Global Studies B, M, N, S $21,600 32
B Commerce/ B Global Studies B, M, N, S $21,600 32
B Theology/ B Global Studies B, M, S $19,040 33
M Education B, M, S $19,040 34
Grad Dip in Education (Secondary) B, C, M, S $23,800 34
M Educational Leadership B, M, N $19,040 35
M Teaching (Primary) M, S $19,040 36
M Teaching (Secondary) C, M, S $19,040 37
M Philosophy ALL $21,000 38
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) ALL $21,000 38
Doctor Education (EdD) B, M, C, S $23,120 38

CAMPUS REFERENCE

Ba: Ballarat; B: Brisbane; C: Canberra; M: Melbourne; N: North Sydney; S: Strathfield (Sydney); ALL: All campuses

AM I AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT?

International students are not permitted to study online or at a location outside Australia. International students are those who:
- study on-campus in Australia using a student visa or a temporary visa with study rights
- are NOT citizens or permanent residents of Australia
- are NOT citizens of New Zealand.

THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY

DEGREES AT A GLANCE CAMPUS FEES (YEAR) Pg.

B of Theology B, M, S $19,040 81
M Theological Studies B, M, S $19,040 81
M of Theology (Research) B, M, C, M $21,000 82
M of Philosophy ALL $21,000 82
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) ALL $21,000 82

STUDY ABROAD

PROGRAMS AT A GLANCE CAMPUS FEES Pg.

Tertiary Preparation Program (Health Sciences) B, M, N $14,560 41
Dip in Environmental Science N $19,040 41
B Applied Public Health B, M, N $19,040 41
B Arts (Psychology) B, M, S $19,040 42
B Counselling B, M $19,040 42
B Environmental Science B, M, N $19,040 43
B Exercise & Health Science B, M, N $19,040 44
B Exercise & Sports Science B, M, S $19,040 45
B Nursing B, M, C, M $22,680 46
B Occupational Therapy B, M, N $30,880 47
B Physiotherapy B, N $30,880 48
B Psychological Science B, M, N $19,040 49
B Social Work B, M, N, S $19,040 50
B Speech Pathology B, M, N $30,880 50
B App Health/B Global Studies B, M, N, S $19,040 51
B Arts/B Social Work B, S $19,040 51
B Exercise Sci/B Bus Admin B, M, N, S $22,680 52
B Exercise Sci/B Public Health B, M, N, S $22,680 52
B Nursing/B Bus Admin B, M, N, S $22,680 53
B Theology/B Social Work B, S $19,040 53
M Clinical Counselling B, M, S $19,040 54
M Clinical Exercise Physiology M, S $19,040 54
M Health Administration M, S $19,040 55
M Nursing (Practice Inquiry) B, M $19,040 55
PG Dip in Psychology B, M $19,040 56
PG Dip in Prof Psychology B, M $21,530 56
M Psychology (Clinical) B, M $22,680 57
M Psychology (Educational & Developmental) B, M $22,680 58
M Health Science (Research) ALL $21,000 60
M Philosophy ALL $21,000 60
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) ALL $21,000 60

STUDY ABROAD + ALL $8,560 N/A 17

Fees shown are yearly fees in Australian dollars. For indicative total fees, please see individual course pages. All programs are subject to change. For updated and detailed information please check the course website: www.acu.edu.au/courses

STUDENT EXCHANGE

STUDENT EXCHANGE

Doctor Philosophy (PhD) ALL $21,000 82

* Only marketing and business information system majors offered at this campus.

LAW AND BUSINESS

DEGREES AT A GLANCE CAMPUS FEES (YEAR) Pg.

Dip Business Information Systems B, M, N $15,960 63
Dip in Commerce B, M, N $15,960 63
B Accounting & Finance B, M, N $21,600 64
B Business Administration B, M, N $21,600 64
B Commerce B, M, N $21,600 65
B Human Resource Management B, M, N $21,600 66
B Information Technology B, M, N $21,600 66
B Laws B, M, N $25,240 67
B Marketing B, M, N $21,600 67
B Arts/B Commerce B, M, N $21,600 68
B Arts/B Laws B, M, N $24,280 68
B Business Administration B, M, N $24,280 69
B Conveyancing B, M, N $21,600 70
B InfoTech/B Bus Admin B, M, N $21,600 70
B Commerce/B Laws B, M, N $24,280 71
B Laws/ B Global Studies B, M, N $24,280 71
B Theology/B Laws B, M, N $24,280 71
M Business Administration M, N $23,760 72
M Information Technology B, M, N $23,760 73
M Commerce (with majors in Accounting, Business Info Systems, HRM & Marketing) B, M, N $23,760 74
M Professional Accounting M, N $23,760 76
M InfoTech/M Business Administration M, N $23,760 77
M Business Management M, N $23,760 78
M Professional Accounting / M Business Administration M, N $23,760 78
M Philosophy ALL $21,000 78
Doctor Philosophy (PhD) ALL $21,000 78

* Only marketing and business information system majors offered at this campus.